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1. Introduction
1.1

Scope

This document defines the quality control metrics for each data processing module in each SPIRE
data processing pipeline (see RD1, RD2, RD3). The quality control system is designed to set flags
for data where hardware problems or observing conditions may have rendered the data unusable
for science (see RD4). These problems could manifest themselves as problems with the quality of
the data itself (e.g. problems with high glitch rates, high uncertainties in positions, or missing data)
or problems with processing the data (e.g. problems with creating maps from the fully processed
data timelines). For these data, the ICC staff should investigate whether a scientific observation
should be repeated. These quality control metrics also may be used for informational purposes by
both calibration scientists and end-user astronomers.
This document specifies for each data processing module in the pipeline:
• the description of the physical quantity reported
• the name and type of the quality control entry in the applicable data product
• the range of acceptable values
• the level of the data product to which the QC flag is added
• any further comments, e.g. on metrics that were rejected
The quality control metrics proposed in this document aim to give information at the level of the
instrument subsystems. For example, the quality of the data from one detector array is assessed
rather than from one single detector.
A QC plugin can only compile a complete report if each module propagates all QC metadata onto
a data product which is subsequently stored by the SPG pipeline in the observation context. The
current set-up of storing products after they have been first created implies that the QC plugin will
see most QC flags that were raised on a specific product (e.g. SDT) only in the subsequent
products (e.g. SDI and SDS).

1.2

Reference Documents

RD1 SPIRE Analogue Signal Chain and Photometer Detector data Processing Pipeline, SPIREUCF-DOC-002980, Griffin et al.
RD2

SPIRE Pipeline Description, SPIRE-RAL-DOC-002437, Pearson et al.

RD3

SPIRE spectrometer pipeline description, issue 1.2, SPIRE-BSS-DOC-002966

RD4

SPIRE Quality Control Requirements, draft 5, Bendo
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Figure 1: Engineering conversion pipeline (from RD2).

Figure 2: Photometer scan map processing pipeline (from RD2).
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Figure 3: Photometer jiggle processing pipeline (from RD2).
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Figure 4: Spectrometer processing pipeline (from RD2).
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2. Quality Control Metrics for Engineering Conversion
2.1

Engineering Conversion

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.engdata

Development: Pasuqale Panuzzo, CEA
1. adcErrFlag (ADCLATCH), Boolean, = False
Presence of ADC latch errors
2. numberBadVoltageOffsetPLW (BADVOPLW), long, <3
Number of PLW bolometers with bad voltage offset resets
3. numberBadVoltageOffsetPMW (BADVOPMW), long, <5
Number of PMW bolometers with bad voltage offset resets
4. numberBadVoltageOffsetPSW (BADVOPSW), long, <7
Number of PSW bolometers with bad voltage offset resets
5. ratioInvalidTimes (INVTIMES), double, <0.001
Ratio of invalid sample times to total number of sample times
6. ratioTruncatedPLW (RATTRPLW), double, <0.005
Ratio of values truncated in the A/D converter to total number of values in PLW data
7. ratioTruncatedPMW (RATTRPMW), double, <0.005
Ratio of values truncated in the A/D converter to total number of values in PMW data
8. ratioTruncatedPSW (RATTRPSW), double, <0.005
Ratio of values truncated in the A/D converter to total number of values in PSW data
9. ratioTruncatedSLW (RATTRSLW), double, <0.0024
Ratio of values truncated in the A/D converter to total number of values in SLW data
10. ratioTruncatedSSW (RATTRSSW), double, <0.0032
Ratio of values truncated in the A/D converter to total number of values in SSW data
11. subkTempDrift (SUBKTEMP), double, <0.0002
Drift measured by the SubK temperature probe
Comments:
The numberBadVoltageOffsetPXW metrics will measure the number of bolometers in each
building block in which the bolometer signal is truncated >50% of the time, which would
indicate either that the voltage was set to an out of range value or that the signal drifts into outof-range values. Dead, noisy, and slow bolometers should be excluded from the calculation of
these numbers.
The limits for the numberBadVoltageOffsetPXW metrics are based on the number of
bolometers that would constitute 5% of each array (excluding dead, noisy, and slow
bolometers). Examinations of pre-launch data as well as scan map data from OD 116, 417,
and 423 show that this is a typical occurrence. Approximately 10% of observations may
contain data with at least one bolometer with a bad voltage offset, but this does not appear to
significantly impact the data quality. The threshold of 5% is only a precautionary one for
looking for more severe events.
The ratioTruncatedPXW metadata should not be derived using data from dead bolometers,
noisy bolometers, slow bolometers, bolometers with bad voltage offsets. See SPIRE-2891 for
a note on the bolometers with bad voltage offsets.
Data from building blocks with bbTypeName values of SpireBbPhotSerendipity or
SpireBbSpecSerendipity should be ignored by the quality control module. See SPIRE-2908.
Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for spectrometer quality control metrics.
For the spectrometer, this quality control flag is always raised by observations that use the
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bright detector settings.
When the spectrometer makes jiggle observations, this flag can be raised on scientifically
valid data because the detector offsets are set only at the very beginning of the
observation.

-

3. Quality Control Metrics for Photometer Scan Map Pipeline
3.1

Level 1 Processing

3.1.1

Compute BSM Angles

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.bsm

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
1. bsmRangeDuringScan (BSMRNSCN), long, < 50
Range of the BSM motion during scan map observations
Comments:
- The BSM should not move during scan map observations. However, the BSM does jitter
during observations. The mean jitter is 20 adu. The limit of 50 was selected as a higher limit.
Note that 100 adu roughly equals 1 arcsec.
- Information on the number of chop and jiggle sensor values outside the soft limits is not
needed for the scan map pipeline.
3.1.2

Electrical Crosstalk Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.eleccross

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
Comments:
- This module currently is not in use.
- If a certain detector is saturated during the scan, and it has an unusually strong crosstalk with
another detector channel, we might want to raise quality control flag and the sample may also
need to be masked. However, it is unclear how to identify saturated detectors before the
electrical crosstalk correction module at this time.
3.1.3

Concurrent Deglitcher

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.deglitch

Development: Lijun Zhang, IPAC
Comments:
- This deglitcher produces the same metrics as the first level deglitcher. See the information on
the first level deglitcher below.
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First Level Deglitching

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.deglitch

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPLW (PLWGL1L), double, < 0.15
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
PLW array
2. ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPMW (PMWGL1L), double, < 0.075
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
PMW array
3. ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPSW (PSWGL1L), double, < 0.05
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
PSW array

Comments:
- In situations where the first level deglitching is run multiple times on the data, the quality control
metadata will contain glitch rates representative of what was measured from all executions of
the module rather than what was measured in the last execution of the module. (Note that the
module is currently only executed once in the standard pipeline.)
- The settings for the first level deglitching are frequently modified, and as such, we should not
attempt to set limits on the metrics based on what would be 3σ outliers from the mean values.
Instead, we use artificially high limits for these metrics that are above most measurements for
the metrics so far. They should indicate serious glitch issues if any ever occur.
3.1.5

Correct for Electrical Filter Response

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.elecfiltcorr

Development: Andreas Papageorgiou, Cardiff
Comments:
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable.
3.1.6

Flux Conversion

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.fluxconv

Development: Arnold Schwartz, IPAC
1. numberBelowK3VoltagePLW (PLWVOLK3), long, < 1
Number of samples measured by any detector in the PLW array for which the voltage is
less than the value of the K3 calibration parameter
2. numberBelowK3VoltagePMW (PMWVOLK3), long, < 1
Number of samples measured by any detector in the PMW array for which the voltage is
less than the value of the K3 calibration parameter
3. numberBelowK3VoltagePSW (PSWVOLK3), long, < 1
Number of samples measured by any detector in the PSW array for which the voltage is
less than the value of the K3 calibration parameter
4. ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePLW (PLWOOCAL), double, <0.05
Ratio of number of samples that are out of the calibrated voltage range to the number of
data samples in the detectors of the PLW array
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5. ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePMW (PMWOOCAL), double, <0.05
Ratio of number of samples that are out of the calibrated voltage range to the number of
data samples in the detectors of the PMW array
6. ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePSW (PSWOOCAL), double, <0.05
Ratio of number of samples that are out of the calibrated voltage range to the number of
data samples in the detectors of the PSW array
Comments:
- The first set of QC metrics is required because the nonlinearity correction fails whenever V <
K3. This should not occur normally. If there were such samples, something could have been
wrong with the observing conditions or hardware.
- The second set of QC metrics indicates if the calculated flux is very large (i.e. near the
saturation limit).
- The values for the ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePXW metadata are not calculated
properly in V4.0 of the HCSS because the ranges were not based on the voltages used during
most of the mission. The metrics are calculated properly in V5.0. However, some detector
signals still drift out of the voltage ranges given in the flux calibration product used in HIPE
V5.0. Additionally, truncated data are currently included in the calculation of this metric (see
SPIRE-2859). When bolometers have bad offsets, these flags are set. Therefore, these
metadata should be treated as level 1 severity, where the issue does not affect the release of
the data to the user but where the issue is described to the user. See Section 6.6 for
information on severity levels.

3.1.7

Bath Temperature Drift Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.tempdrift

Development: Arnold Schwartz & Kevin Xu, IPAC
1. ratioHighThermistorDeviationPLW (HTHERPLW), double, <0.05
Ratio of data where PLW thermistor signal deviation is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to total data
2. ratioHighThermistorDeviationPMW (HTHERPMW), double, <0.05
Ratio of data where PMW thermistor signal deviation is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to total data
3. ratioHighThermistorDeviationPSW (HTHERPSW), double, <0.05
Ratio of data where PSW thermistor signal deviation is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to total data
4. switchThermistorsPSW(SWTRMPSW), boolean, false
when a thermistor is saturated or affected by jumps, the TempDrfitCorr module will switch
from using two thermistors to using one thermistor (PSW and PLW), or from using PMWT1
to DPs (PMW). This leaves a small step in the Tdrift corrected timelines. This QC warns the
user about these events.
5. switchThermistorsPMW(SWTRMPMW), boolean, false
when a thermistor is saturated or affected by jumps, the TempDrfitCorr module will switch
from using two thermistors to using one thermistor (PSW and PLW), or from using PMWT1
to DPs (PMW). This leaves a small step in the Tdrift corrected timelines. This QC warns the
user about these events.
6. switchThermistorsPLW(SWTRMPLW), boolean, false
when a thermistor is saturated or affected by jumps, the TempDrfitCorr module will switch
from using two thermistors to using one thermistor (PSW and PLW), or from using PMWT1
to DPs (PMW). This leaves a small step in the Tdrift corrected timelines. This QC warns the
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user about these events.

Comments:
- In the temperature drift correction module, the signals VT (in Volts) of a thermistor (or a DPdetector in the case of "bright source" mode) are compared with the reference signal VT0 of the
same thermistor/DP-detector. In normal conditions, the deviation (VT - VT0) is a measure of the
temperature drift and is used in the correction for that drift. The typical amplitude of
temperature drift is about 0.1 mK within a cooler recycle, and variations as large as a few mK
have been observed in the ground tests. No temperature variations larger than 30 mK have
ever been observed. This corresponds to a 10% limit for the deviation of the bath temperature
(T~300 mK) and a 50 percent limit for (VT - VT0)/VT0. (VT varies approximately as T5). When |VT
- VT0|/VT0 > 0.5, something abnormal unrelated to bath temperature variations must be
happening. For example, cosmic ray hits could produce large deviations in V_T. The input
timeline data should have already been deglitched before entering the module, and the leftover
cosmic ray glitches should be a very small fraction of the total data. The fraction of data where
|V_T - V_T0|/V_T0 > 0.5 will be used as a quality control metric. We have set a preliminary
threshold of 5% for the fraction of abnormal thermistor signal deviations. This threshold will be
re-evaluated in the PV phase and altered as is necessary.

3.1.8

Correction for Bolometer Time Response

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.bolorespcorr

Development: Andreas Papageorgiou, Cardiff
Comments:
- This module does not require any QC metric.
3.1.9

Optical Crosstalk Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.OptCross.optCrossTask

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
Comments:
- This module currently is not in use.
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable
since it is a very basic mathematical procedure (matrix manipulation).

3.1.10 Associate Sky Position
herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.pointing

Development: Andreas Papageorgiou, Cardiff
Comments:
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This module has no SPIRE-specific quality control flags. ESAC should assess whether the
pointing is inaccurate.

3.2

Level 2 Processing

3.2.1

Mapmaking

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.scanmap

Development: Brian McIlwrath, RAL
1. mapmakingConvergenceFailurePLWFlag (MFAILPLW), Boolean, = False
Flag indicating that the requested relative tolerance has not been reached within the
specified number of PCG iterations when producing the PLW map
2. mapmakingConvergenceFailurePMWFlag (MFAILPMW), Boolean, = False
Flag indicating that the requested relative tolerance has not been reached within the
specified number of PCG iterations when producing the PMW map
3. mapmakingConvergenceFailurePSWFlag (MFAILPSW), Boolean, = False
Flag indicating that the requested relative tolerance has not been reached within the
specified number of PCG iterations when producing the PSW map

Comments:
- The mapmaking module may fail to produce a map because of a lack of memory or similar
issues, input/output issues, or problems with the calibration file ChanNoise is incorrect.
Originally, we were setting quality control flags to indicate when these problems occurred.
However, these problems seem to be indicating of data processing problems and not
observing problems. In this case, we have decided to let the pipeline crash, which will produce
a more general quality flag indicating software problems.
- The mapmakingConvergenceFailurePXW metrics are only produced by the
MadScanMapperTask. In all versions of HIPE up to HIPE 5.0, the MadScanMapperTask is not
used, so these metrics should not be present.
-
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4. Quality Control Metrics for Photometer Jiggle Pipeline
4.1

Level 1 Processing

4.1.1

Extract Chop and Jiggle positions

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.bsm

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
1. chopCyclePositionUncertainty (CCPOSUNC), double, < 15
Standard deviation of the difference between the actual value of the chopper and its
expected value in adu
2. numberMissingPositions (NMISSPOS), long, =0
Number of missing positions from the jiggle map or chop ID
Comments:
- The chopCyclePositionUncertainty is reported in adu instead of arcsec because the positions
are measured in adu in this module. The conversion from adu to arcsec is approximately linear
except at extreme values.
- See SPIRE-2621 for additional details on chopCyclePositionUncertainty.
4.1.2

Compute BSM Angles

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.bsm

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
1. numberBsmChopSoftLimit (BSMCHPSL), long, =0
Number of chop sensor values outside soft limits
2. numberBsmJiggleSoftLimit (BSMJGGSL), long, =0
Number of jiggle sensor values outside soft limits
Comments:
- Values outside the soft limits are possible, but this would mean that there were problems with
the BSM during the observation. The soft limits are the upper and lower limits of the BSM
range. The hard limits would correspond to the BSM not being able to physically move any
further.
4.1.3 Electrical Crosstalk Correction
See Section 3.1.2.
4.1.4 First Level Deglitching
See Section 3.1.3.
4.1.5 Flux Conversion
See Section 3.1.5.
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4.1.6 Associate Sky Position
See Section 3.1.9
4.1.7

Demodulation

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.demodulation

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
Comments:
- The first proposal for a quality control metric, in which the mean of chop samples (2),(3),(4) is
compared with sample (1) on the chop plateau (taken from RD1), has been discarded. In this
scenario, the value <(2),(3),(4)> - (1) should be greater than the standard deviation (STD) of
(2),(3),(4) or else the chopper plateau may not be level. However, in cases where no source is
detectable above the background, this QC flag could be raised too frequently and
unnecessarily. Hence, the metric was discarded.

Figure 2: Demodulation of chopper plateau (showing the 4 chop samples per chop position).

4.1.8

Second Level Deglitching and Averaging

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.demodulation

Development: René Gastaud, CEA
1. ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPLW (PLWGL2L), double, < 0.02
Ratio of number of flagged chop cycles to number of chop samples in the detectors of the
PLW array
2. ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPMW (PMWGL2L), double, < 0.01
Ratio of number of flagged chop cycles to number of chop samples in the detectors of the
PMW array
3. ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPSW (PSWGL2L), double, < 0.01
Ratio of number of flagged chop cycles to number of chop samples in the detectors of the
PSW array
4. spireAveragingPositionUncertainty (AVGNGPSU), double, < 15
Positional uncertainty from JiggleAverageTask in ADU
Comments:
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Originally, detector timeline S/N ratios were proposed for use as quality control metrics for this
module. However, these were now removed for reasons discussed in Section 6.
The ranges for the ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPXW metrics are set the detect sources that
are greater than 3σ above the median values measured in data from OD 360-420. The
numbers were rounded up to the nearest second decimal place.
The spireAveragingPositionUncertainty metric is not a formal standard deviation in the data but
is instead the square root of the sum of the squares of the distance between the actual and
commanded positions.
The spireAveragingPositionUncertainty is given in ADU. The conversion between ADU and
distance on the sky is given by a polynomial. In most cases, one arcsec in the sky
corresponds to roughly 140 ADU, but this varies across the full range of the BSM.

4.1.9

De-Nodding

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.denodding

Development: Brian O’Halloran, Imperial College
1. denodDropped (DDROPPED), long, =0
Number of incomplete nod integrations
2. spireNodPointingUncertainty (NODPSU), double, < 0.00005
Positional uncertainty from de-nodding
Comments:
- An incomplete nod integration is a situation in which one pointing is missing from a nod cycle
(e.g. the B position is missing from an AB nod cycle or the final A position is missing from an
ABBA nod cycle).
- The spireNodPointingUncertainty limit is in degrees. The limit was calculated using data from
OD 360-420.

4.1.10 Optical Crosstalk Correction
See Section 3.1.8.

4.1.11 Average Nod Cycles
herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.denodding

Development: Brian O’Halloran, Imperial College
1. ratioNodOutlierPLW (NOUTPLW), double, <0.01
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers of the signal from the individual nod cycles for PLW array
2. ratioNodOutlierPMW (NOUTPMW), double, <0.01
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers of the signal from the individual nod cycles for PMW array
3. ratioNodOutlierPSW (NOUTPSW), double, <0.01
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers of the signal from the individual nod cycles for PSW array
4. spireAverageNodPointingUncertainty (AVNODPSU), double, < 0.000015
Positional uncertainty from averaging nod cycles
-

Tests with data from OD 360-420 showed that the ratioNodOutlierPXW metrics were always
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equal to 0. The metrics are set to the artificial value of 0.01 to flag any outliers that appear.
The spireAverageNodPointingUncertainty limit is in degrees. The limit was calculated using
data from OD 360-420.

4.2

Level 2 Processing

4.2.1

Derive Point Source Flux Density and Position

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.phot.pointsource

Development: Andreas Papageorgiou, Cardiff
1. pointSourceNegativeFluxPLWFlag (PLWNEGFL), Boolean, = False
Negative flux measured for point source on PLW array
2. pointSourceNegativeFluxPMWFlag (PMWNEGFL), Boolean, = False
Negative flux measured for point source on PMW array
3. pointSourceNegativeFluxPSWFlag (PSWNEGFL), Boolean, = False
Negative flux measured for point source on PSW array
4. pointSourcePositionDiffPLWCommanded (DPOSPLWC), double, <5
Difference in the measured radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec on the PLW
array and the commanded target position in arcsec
5. pointSourcePositionDiffPMWCommanded (DPOSPMWC), double, <5
Difference in the measured radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec on the PMW
array and the commanded target position in arcsec
6. pointSourcePositionDiffPSWCommanded (DPOSPSWC), double, <5
Difference in the measured radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec on the PSW
array and the commanded target position in arcsec
7. pointSourcePositionDiffPMWPLW (DPOSMWLW), double, <5
Difference in the radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec of the point source
measured on the PMW and PLW arrays in arcsec
8. pointSourcePositionDiffPSWPLW (DPOSSWLW), double, <5
Difference in the radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec of the point source
measured on the PSW and PLW arrays in arcsec
9. pointSourcePositionDiffPSWPMW (DPOSSWMW), double, <5
Difference in the radial distance calculated from the RA and Dec of the point source
measured on the PSW and PMW arrays in arcsec
Comments:
- The current plan is to not set these keywords for a given wave band if no source is detected at
the 3σ level in the data for that wave band. It is expected that many observations with this
observing mode will result in non-detections, and the quality control metadata would potentially
contain NaN or out-of-range values if calculated.
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The pointSourcePositionDiffPXWCommanded metadata are not calculated properly for moving
objects (see SPIRE-2686) and should therefore be treated as level 1 severity, where the user
is given a note on the flag but the flag is otherwise ignored.
The differences in the flux computed from the positive and negative images in each array
(pointSourceFluxDiffPXW) were in place as part of the quality control assessment up to HIPE
5.0. In HIPE 5.0, these were altered to be fractional uncertainties (see SPIRE-2780).
However, this metric was found to be dependent on source brightness regardless of whether it
measured the absolute or fractional difference, and so it will be deprecated (see SPIRE-2844).
The limits for the pointSourcePositionDiffPXW metadata are consistent with the typical median
and standard deviations measured in nominal 7-point jiggle data from OD 360-420.
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5. Quality Control Metrics for Spectrometer Pipelines
5.1

Level 0.5 processing

The quality control metadata produced in the level 0.5 processing are not stored in the level 0.5
context. Instead, they are propagated to the Spectrometer Detector Interferogram that is stored in
the level 1 context. The parameters listed in this section should therefore be searched for in the
level 1 data.

5.1.1

First Level Deglitching

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.deglitch

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. ratioSpecFirstLevelGlitchesSLW (SLWRAT1L), double, < 0.0131
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
SLW array.
2. ratioSpecFirstLevelGlitchesSSW (SSWRAT1L), double, < 0.0120
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
SSW array.
Comments:
- This task will either correct the samples identified as affected by the glitch or not run to
completion. It is therefore not necessary or useful to track how many samples were identified
as affected by glitches and left uncorrected.
- Values were updated according to SPIRE-3065.
5.1.2

Electrical Crosstalk Correction

See Section 3.1.2.

5.1.3

Nonlinearity Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.nonlin

Development: Arnold Schwartz & Nanyao Lu, IPAC
1. numberBelowK3VoltageSLW (SLWVOLK3), long, = 0
Number of samples measured by any detector in the SLW array for which the voltage is
less than the value of the K3 calibration parameter.
2. numberBelowK3VoltageSSW (SSWVOLK3), long, = 0
Number of samples measured by any detector in the SSW array for which the voltage is
less than the value of the K3 calibration parameter.
3. ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangeSLW (SLWOOCAL), double, < 0.0001
Ratio of number of samples that are out of the calibrated voltage range over number of
data samples in the detectors of the SLW array.
4. ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangeSSW (SSWOOCAL), double, < 0.0001
Ratio of number of samples that are out of the calibrated voltage range over number of
data samples in the detectors of the SSW array.
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Comments:
- The first pair of QC metrics is required because the nonlinearity correction fails whenever V <
K3. This should not occur normally. If such samples exist, the data could be affected by
problems with the observing conditions or hardware.
- The second pair of QC metrics is required because the flux calibration accuracy could degrade
if there are a large number of out-of-bound samples.
-

-

In HIPE V4.0, these metadata include dead bolometers and are artificially high (see SPIRE2753). This will be fixed in HIPE V7.0. Until then, these metrics should be treated as level 1
severity, where the user is given the data but is informed about the problems with calculating
the metric, until the issues are solved. See Section 6.6 for information on severity levels.
Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.
The valid range for the spectrometer detector SLWD2 is specified incorrectly up to HIPE V7
and the flag SLWOOCAL is flagged for all observations made with nominal detector settings.
This flag does not indicate an issue with the observation at hand.

5.1.4

Clipping Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.clip

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. numberClippedDetectorsSLW (SLWCLIPN), long, < 5
Number of detectors in SLW where at least one sample was flagged as clipped and could
not be corrected
2. numberClippedDetectorsSSW (SSWCLIPN), long, < 14
Number of detectors in SSW where at least one sample was flagged as clipped and could
not be corrected
Comments:
- For the current implementation, the correction of clipped samples should only fail if there is a
large set of consecutive clipped samples.
- These metadata are limited to a range between 0 and the total number of detectors in an
array.
- As of HIPE V5.0, these metadata include dead bolometers and are artificially high (see SPIRE2851). These metrics should be treated as level 1 severity, where the user is given the data
but is informed about the problems with calculating the metric, until the issues are solved. See
Section 6.6 for information on severity levels.
- Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.
- This QC metric is sometimes flagged for very long observations (e.g. 100 repetitions) because
long observations will record clipped glitches which are masked as not being correctible. The
longer an observation the higher the likelihood that this will occur on more than 5/14 detectors.

5.1.5

Time Domain Phase Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.phase

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
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Comments:
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable
since it is a very basic mathematical procedure (convolution with an admittedly non-trivial but
fixed kernel).

5.1.6

Bath Temperature Drift Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.common.tempdrift.TemperatureDriftCorrectionTask

Development: Arnold Schwartz & Kevin Xu, IPAC
1. ratioHighThermistorDeviationSLW (HTHERSLW), double, = 0
Ratio of data where SLW thermistor signal deviation is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to total data
2. ratioHighThermistorDeviationSSW (HTHERSSW), double, = 0
Ratio of data where SSW thermistor signal deviation is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to total data
Comments:
- See Section 3.6 for a description of these metrics.
- Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.

5.2

Level 1 Processing

5.2.1

Create Interferogram

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.ifgm

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. missedFringes (MISFRING), long, = 0
Number of missed optical encoder fringes
2. scanExtrema (SCANEXTR), double, > 0.94 and < 1.04
Ratio of measured SMEC scan maximum to commanded scan maximum
3. smecOpenLoopCount (SMECOPLP), long, = 0
Number of housekeeping entries which indicate that the SMEC is not in closed loop
4. smecTemperature (SMECTEMP), double, < 0.19
Difference between maximum and minimum SMEC temperatures (in K)
5. stageSpeedAverage (AVGSPEED), double, > 0.96 and < 1.00
Ratio of the measured SMEC speed to the commanded SMEC speed
6. stageSpeedDeviation (STDSPEED), double, < 81.0
Standard deviation of the SMEC speed (in micron/s)
Comments:
- This module is supposed to associate the sky position. This may potentially fail and it would be
a failure of the observation if the satellite had somehow been unable to collect pointing
information. The pointing product is checked at the first stage of the quality control pipeline
implemented at the HSC. Flags are raised for both pointing problems and suspicious
pointings.
- The number in smecOpenLoopCount will indicate the number of entries in the
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SMECLOOPMODE column in the NHKT that are not equal to "CLOSEDENC0-1".
When the smecOpenLoopCount is out of range, the issue is considered to be level 3 severity,
which means that the observations should be automatically rescheduled. See Section 6.6 for
additional details.
A fringe is considered to be missed if the difference of current stage speed and calculated
average speed is greater than 4σ ( 4 * stageSpeedDeviation ).
Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.

5.2.2

SCal, Telescope, and Beamsplitter Removal

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.scal

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. deltaSCalTemp (SCALTEMP), double, < 0.15
SCal maximum temperature variation (in K)
2. deltaSCal2Temp (SCAL2TEMP), double, < 0.16
SCal2 maximum temperature variation (in K)
3. deltaSCal4Temp (SCAL4TEMP), double, < 0.15
SCal4 maximum temperature variation (in K)
4. deltaM1Temp (TELM1TEMP), double, < 0.2
Maximum temperature variation of the telescope’s M1 mirror temperature (in K)
5. deltaM2Temp (TELM2TEMP), double, < 0.2
Maximum temperature variation of the telescope’s M2 mirror temperature (in K)
Comment:
- We expect that the pipeline will have access to the information required to implement the QC
metrics 4 to 6 only through Operational Day processing. It remains to be clarified how the
module will access these data. It should also be verified whether the list of telescope
temperatures is complete. There seem to be a total of 12 thermistors on M1 and M2; see
http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/Spire/HerschelTelescopeTemperatures.
- Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for deltaScalTemp, deltaScal2Temp,
deltaScal4Temp.
- Versions of HIPE up to V5.0 include assessments of deltaTel1Temp, deltaTel2Temp, and
deltaTel3Temp metadata. SPIRE-2882 indicated that only two telescope temperatures (for M1
and M2) were really needed. Therefore, deltaTel3Temp was deprecated, and deltaTel1Temp
ad deltaTel2Temp were renamed.
- Starting with HIPE V5.0, this task is not used by the SPG scripts anymore.
- The ScalTelescopeSubtraction has been removed and instrumentCorrection and
telescopeCorrection tasks have been added instead since HIPE v.6.0.0. See section 5.2.7.

5.2.3

Baseline Removal

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.baseline

Development: Trevor Fulton & Peter Davis-Imhof, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. wrongBaselineSLW (WRBSESLW), long, = 0
Number of detectors in SLW where the removed baseline is not a good approximation of
the actual baseline in the interferogram
2. wrongBaselineSSW (WRBSESSW), long, = 0
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Number of detectors in SSW where the removed baseline is not a good approximation of
the actual baseline in the interferogram
Comment:
- The actual baseline for a detector is not approximated well by the removed baseline if, for at
least one scan, the number of samples above the removed baseline (nabove) deviate from half
the total number of samples by more than 50%, i.e. if either nabove>1.5*0.5*ntotal or
nabove<0.5*0.5*ntotal.
- These metadata are limited to values between 0 and the total number of elements in each
array.
- These metadata will be higher than 0 for LR observations with a small number of elements,
even if the observations were performed with no problems. The limits are set to 0 in
anticipation that the support scientists should check such flagged observations to see if they
were LR observations or if they were other observations in which something went wrong.
- In HIPE V4.0, wrongBaselineSLW was not calculated properly because one noisy bolometer
was used in the calculation of the metric, which led to metric values that were too high. This
was fixed in HIPE V5.0 (see SPIRE-2851).
- Channels starting with R, T, or DP are not used to calculate these metrics. See SPIRE-2481
for additional information.

5.2.4

Second Level Deglitching

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.ifgm.deglitch

Development: Trevor Fulton & Peter Davis-Imhof, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. numberSecondLevelGlitchCorrectionProblemsSLW (SLWGLITN), long, = 0
Number of cases where a data sample from a SLW detector that was flagged as a glitch
was not corrected
2. numberSecondLevelGlitchCorrectionProblemsSSW (SSWGLITN), long, = 0
Number of cases where a data sample from a SSW detector that was flagged as a glitch
was not corrected
3. ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSLW (SLWRAT2L), double, < 0.013
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
SLW array
4. ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSSW (SSWRAT2L), double, < 0.010
Ratio of number of flagged samples over number of data samples in the detectors of the
SSW array
5. ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchIdentificationProblemsSLW (SLWIDENT), double, < 0.0024
Ratio of number of data samples where there were not enough valid scans to perform
statistical outlier detection over the total number of data samples in the detectors of the
SLW array
6. ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchIdentificationProblemsSSW (SSWIDENT), double, < 0.0018
Ratio of number of data samples where there were not enough valid scans to perform
statistical outlier detection over the total number of data samples in the detectors of the
SSW array
Comments:
- Detector timeline samples where the master bit is set are ignored when calculating these
metrics.
- The ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchIdentificationProblemsSXW metadata should be ignored if
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numRepetitions=2. See SPIRE-2884.
Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.
WARNING: Up to HIPE V5.0, the ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSLW and
ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSSW metrics will commonly be flagged, in particular for
observations with only few repetitions because the default threshold values for the MAD
algorithm was not adapted depending on the number of repetitions, see SPIRE-3032.

5.2.5

Phase Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.phase

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. phaseWrapSLW (PHASEWRAPSLW), long, = 0
Number of times that in-band phase changes by +/-2pi in any of the nominal SLW
detectors
2. phaseWrapSSW (PHASEWRAPSSW), long, = 0
Number of times that in-band phase changes by +/-2pi in any of the nominal SSW
detectors
3. residualPhaseSLW (SLWPHASE), double, < 5.0
Maximum phase within the phase correction limits (in units of degree)
4. residualPhaseSSW (SSWPHASE), double, < 5.0
Maximum phase within the phase correction limits (in units of degree)
Comments:
- Channels starting with R, T, or DP are not used to calculate these metrics.
- Because of issues with level 1 data processing for SLW in V5.0 of the HCSS, phaseWrapSLW
is not calculated properly. Until this issue is fixed, the metadata should be treated as level 1
severity, where the issue does not affect the release of the data to the user but where the
issue is described to the user. See Section 6.6 for information on severity levels.
- The phaseWrapsSSW metric was flagged spuriously in HIPE V4.0 because of issues with
processing jiggle observations. Because of changes in how the algorithm works, this metric is
currently not present in HIPE V5.0, although it may be present in future versions.
- As of HIPE V6.0, PhaseCorrectionTask does not set any of the QC metadata, see SPIRE3095.

5.2.6

Remove Out-Of-Band Power

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.util

Development: David Sharpe, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. outOfBandHighRatioSLW (SLWOOBHI), double, < 0.004
Maximum ratio of the mean of the absolute flux between 40 and 200 cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux within the band edges.
2. outOfBandHighRatioSSW (SSWOOBHI), double, < 0.005
Maximum ratio of the mean of the absolute flux between 60 and 200 cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux within the band edges.
3. outOfBandLowRatioSLW (SLWOOBLO), double, < 0.015
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Maximum ratio of the mean of the absolute flux between 0.001 and 12 cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux within the band edges.
4. outOfBandLowRatioSSW (SSWOOBLO), double, < 0.013
Maximum ratio of the mean of the absolute flux between 0.001 and 30 cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux within the band edges.
Comments:
- For the spectrometer, this quality control flag is always raised by observations that use the
bright detector settings. This is known behaviour of these observations and there is no need to
escalate.

5.2.7

Instrument Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.scal

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. deltaSCalTemp (SCALTEMP), double, < 0.15
SCal maximum temperature variation (in K)
2. deltaSCal2Temp (SCAL2TEMP), double, < 0.16
SCal2 maximum temperature variation (in K)
3. deltaSCal4Temp (SCAL4TEMP), double, < 0.15
SCal4 maximum temperature variation (in K)
Comment:
- This task has been introduced with HIPE V6.0.
5.2.8

Telescope Correction

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.telescope

Development: Dominique Benielli & Christiane Surace, LAM
1. deltaM1Temp (TELM1TEMP), double, < 0.2
Maximum temperature variation of the telescope’s M1 mirror temperature (in K)
2. deltaM2Temp (TELM2TEMP), double, < 0.2
Maximum temperature variation of the telescope’s M2 mirror temperature (in K)
Comment:
- This task has been introduced with HIPE V6.0.
- Warning: For V6.0 and only V6.0, the calculation of the telescope mirror temperature
differences is sub-optimal and will routinely flag M1 as having too large a temperature
difference, see SPIRE-3186.

5.2.9

Fourier Transform

herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.ft

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
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Comments:
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable
since it is a very basic mathematical procedure.

5.2.10 Flux Conversion
herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.fluxconv

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
Comments:
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable
since it is a very basic mathematical procedure (multiplication with fixed numbers).

5.2.11 Optical Crosstalk
herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.optcross

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
Comments:
- This processing step does not give any indication as to whether the data quality is acceptable
since it is a very basic mathematical procedure (matrix multiplication).

5.2.12 Average Spectra
herschel.spire.ia.pipeline.spec.average

Development: Trevor Fulton, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
1. ratioSpectralDifferenceSLW (SLWDIFFR), double, < 0.29
Median ratio of the difference between the average forward and reverse spectra over the
average spectra within the optical passband across the SLW detectors
2. ratioSpectralDifferenceSSW (SSWDIFFR), double, < 0.031
Median ratio of the difference between the average forward and reverse spectra over the
average spectra within the optical passband across the SSW detectors
3. ratioSpectralOutliersSLW (SLWOUTLR), double, = 0, deprecated
Ratio of the number of identified outliers over the total number of samples in the data from
SLW detectors
4. ratioSpectralOutliersSSW (SSWOUTLR), double, = 0, deprecated
Ratio of the number of identified outliers over the total number of samples in the data from
SSW detectors
Comments:
- Although S/N ratios could be assessed here, that assessment will not be used for quality
control. See Section 6 for a discussion.
- Data from OD189-OD261 used to derive limits for these metrics.
- The ratioSpectralDifferencesSLW and ratioSpectralDifferencesSLW metrics are high for point
sources, as observations of blank sky in the side bolometers (which contained solely noise)
would lead to high values for these metrics. Therefore, these metrics should be treated as
level 1 severity and should be ignored. See Section 6.6 for information on severity levels.
- As of HIPE V6.0, only the center detectors are used to calculate this QC metric, see SPIRE3066.
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Also see SPIRE-3235 for a request to adjust the thresholds.
Outlier rejection has never been used by the SPG scripts and will be deprecated for V7.0 and
removed for V8.0, see SPIRE-3225.

5.3

Level 2 Processing

5.3.1

Spatial Regridding

Development: Peter Kennedy & Peter Davis-Imhof, Blue Sky Spectroscopy
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6. Additional notes
6.1

Pipeline failure

When the pipeline fails in its execution, a general “S/W problems” flag is set. This term may have
other interpretations as well. It is anticipated that, in the future, more specific quality control flags
will be developed that identify more specific issues.

6.2

Pointing issues

A general quality control pipeline performs checks on pointing information. Two flags, POINTING
and SPOINTIN, are used to indicate pointing problems or suspicious pointings.

6.3

NAN and infinity values in metrics

Quality control metadata should not contain NaN or infinite values. It is simply unclear how to
interpret logical numerical operations that are applied to NaN values (for example, determining
whether a NaN value indicates that the metric is below an acceptable threshold). Also, metadata
sometimes contain NaN values if the modules that calculate the metadata are not working
properly, which further complicates the interpretation of NaN values.
This issue causes problems if developers create “placeholder” quality control metadata with NaN
values. The recommendation at this time is for developers to not create placeholders and instead
to simply not create metadata. This avoids the confusing issues with interpreting NaN values.
Also note that, at this time, the quality control module currently sets flags in the QualityContext
corresponding to metadata with NaN values.

6.4

Assessment of calibration products

The quality control pipeline should not be used to assess the issues related to calibration products
that are not specific to individual datasets. For example, the quality control pipeline should not be
used to assess the compatibility of calibration files with each other. These types of problems are
unrelated to the primary purpose of the quality control pipeline, which is to assess whether
hardware problems or observing conditions may have rendered the data unusable for science (see
RD4). If flags indicating problems with calibration files are used in quality control, then all data will
be flagged even though most of the data are otherwise usable for scientific work and most
observations do not need to be repeated. These flags would become a distraction for the support
staff who need to assess flagged data, and datasets with more serious problems could
accidentally be ignored if all data are being flagged because of calibration file issues. Moreover,
setting quality control flags for every observation because of problems with ground-based software
may give the impression that the telescope or instrument is not working properly, potentially
causing support staff to suspend the operation of the instrument.
The SPIRE-ICC has decided that it would be more appropriate to use test harnesses to test
calibration files, including checking compatibility issues. This will prevent problematic calibration
files affecting the pipeline-processed data.
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Signal-to-noise measurements as quality control metrics

Signal-to-noise ratios for timelines in which background and telescope signal has been subtracted
should not be used as metrics in the quality control analysis. It is possible that low S/N ratios in
processed detector timelines may be indicative of problems with the observational data related to
the observing conditions or hardware. However, observations of faint sources, compact sources
that do not cover the entire field of view, or (in the case of the spectrometer) data in which only
spectral line emission is detectable, the observations would have been executed correctly under
nominal observing conditions with the hardware functioning nominally, but the S/N ratios
(averaged over all detector data for a given array, including detectors that may observe blank sky)
would appear low. In cases where the science goals are achieved but the average S/N appears
low, it would be an unnecessary waste of time to flag the data. In cases where the observational
data are otherwise nominal but the S/N goals are not achieved, it would be inappropriate to repeat
the observations, as it is the responsibility of the astronomers who proposed the observations to
determine the appropriate integration time needed to detect targets (and sometimes the
astronomers will achieve their observing goals even if they do not detect their sources, as they will
have at least measured upper limits for the surface brightnesses or fluxes that can be compared to
similar observations). Therefore, it would be inappropriate to use S/N ratios to assess whether
observations need to be repeated. Given these problems, we ultimately should not attempt to use
S/N ratios to assess the quality of data for scientific analysis.
See SPIRE-1312 and SPIRE-2468 for additional discussions on this subject.

6.6 Severity levels
To guide the actions that should be performed when a quality control flag appears in the
QualityContext, the flags are assigned one of three severity levels:
Severity level 1: The flagged issue does not prevent the release of the observation to the
user, but the issue needs to be described to the user.
Severity level 2: The flagged data need to be inspected by calibration scientists or the
SPIRE-ICC to determine what action should be taken.
Severity level 3: The observations should be automatically rescheduled.
The SPIRE quality control flags in general should be treated as level 2 severity, but a few
exceptions for HIPE V5.0 are noted below.
•

•

•

The pointSourceFluxDiffPLW, pointSourceFluxDiffPMW, pointSourceFluxDiffPSW,
ratioSpectralDifferencesPLW, and ratioSpectralDifferencesPSW are to be deprecated.
Flags related to these metadata should be ignored (level 1).
Because of issues related to the spectrometer data processing in HIPE V5.0, the following
metadata should be treated as level 1 severity: numberClipppedDetectorsSLW,
numberClippedDetectorsSSW, phaseWrapSLW, ratioOutOfCalibrationRangeSLW,
ratioOutOfCalibrationRangeSSW, ratioSpectralDifferencesSLW, and
ratioSpectralDifferencesSSW. When the FTS group has solved the problems related to
these flags, the flags will become level 2 severity.
The positionDiffPXWCommanded metadata are not calculated properly for moving sources
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and should be treated as level 1 severity.
The smecOpenLoopCount flag is to be treated as level 3 severity. Data from observations
where the SMEC is in open loop are never usable for science.
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7. List of QC flags
Note that the threshold in brackets is for bright mode, if it is ‘x’ then this flag is ignored.

Engineering Conversion
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

adcErrFlag

ADCLATCH

False

numberBadVoltageOffsetPLW

BADVOPLW

<3

numberBadVoltageOffsetPMW

BADVOPMW

<5

numberBadVoltageOffsetPSW

BADVOPSW

<7

ratioInvalidTimes

INVTIMES

<0.001

ratioTruncatedPLW

RATTRPLW

<0.005

ratioTruncatedPMW

RATTRPMW

<0.005

ratioTruncatedPSW

RATTRPSW

<0.005

ratioTruncatedSLW

RATTRSLW

<0.01 (x)

ratioTruncatedSSW

RATTRSSW

<0.05 (x)

subkTempDrift

SUBKTEMP

<0.0002

Description
Presence of ADC
latch errors
Number of PLW
bolometers with bad
voltage offset resets
Number of PMW
bolometers with bad
voltage offset resets
Number of PSW
bolometers with bad
voltage offset resets
Ratio of invalid
sample times to total
number of sample
times
Ratio of values
truncated in the A/D
converter to total
number of values in
PLW data
Ratio of values
truncated in the A/D
converter to total
number of values in
PMW data
Ratio of values
truncated in the A/D
converter to total
number of values in
PSW data
Ratio of values
truncated in the A/D
converter to total
number of values in
SLW data
Ratio of values
truncated in the A/D
converter to total
number of values in
SSW data
Drift measured by
the
SubK
temperature probe
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Photometer Scan Map Pipeline – Level 1 Processing
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

Description

bsmRangeDuringScan

BSMRNSCN

< 50

ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPLW

PLWGL1L

< 0.15

ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPMW

PMWGL1L

< 0.075

ratioPhotFirstLevelGlitchesPSW

PMWGL1L

< 0.05

numberBelowK3VoltagePLW

PLWVOLK3

<1

numberBelowK3VoltagePMW

PMWVOLK3

<1

numberBelowK3VoltagePSW

PSWVOLK3

<1

ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePLW

PLWOOCAL

<0.05

ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePMW

RATTRSLW

<0.05

Range of the BSM
motion during scan map
observations
Ratio of number of
flagged samples over
number of data samples
in the detectors of the
PLW array
Ratio of number of
flagged samples over
number of data samples
in the detectors of the
PMW array
Ratio of number of
flagged samples over
number of data samples
in the detectors of the
PSW array
Number
of
samples
measured by any detector
in the PLW array for
which the voltage is less
than the value of the K3
calibration parameter
Number
of
samples
measured by any detector
in the PMW array for
which the voltage is less
than the value of the K3
calibration parameter
Number
of
samples
measured by any detector
in the PSW array for
which the voltage is less
than the value of the K3
calibration parameter
Ratio of number of
samples that are out of
the calibrated voltage
range to the number of
data samples in the
detectors of the PLW
array
Ratio of number of
samples that are out of
the calibrated voltage
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ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePSW

RATTRSSW

<0.05

ratioHighThermistorDeviationPLW

HTHERPLW

<0.05

ratioHighThermistorDeviationPMW

HTHERPMW

<0.05

ratioHighThermistorDeviationPSW

HTHERPSW

<0.05

switchThermistorsPSW

SWTRMPSW

False

switchThermistorsPMW

SWTRMPMW

False

switchThermistorsPLW

SWTRMPLW

False
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range to the number of
data samples in the
detectors of the PMW
array
Ratio of number of
samples that are out of
the calibrated voltage
range to the number of
data samples in the
detectors of the PSW
array
Ratio of data where PLW
thermistor
signal
deviation is larger than
expected
from
temperature drift alone to
total data
Similar to HTHERPLW,
but for PMW
Similar to HTHERPLW,
but for PSW
when a thermistor is
saturated or affected by
jumps,
the
TempDrfitCorr module
will switch from using
two thermistors to using
one thermistor (PSW and
PLW), or from using
PMWT1 to DPs (PSW).
This leaves a small step
in the Tdrift corrected
timelines. This QC warns
the user about these
events
Similar to SWTRMPSW,
but for PMW
Similar to SWTRMPSW,
but for PLW

Photometer Scan Map Pipeline – Level 2 Processing
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

Description
Flag indicating that the requested
relative tolerance has not been
reached within the specified
number of PCG iterations when
producing the PLW map
Ratio of number of flagged
samples over number of data
samples in the detectors of the
PMW array
Ratio of number of flagged
samples over number of data
samples in the detectors of the
PSW array

mapmakingConvergenceFailurePLWFlag

MFAILPLW

False

mapmakingConvergenceFailurePMWFlag

MFAILPLW

False

mapmakingConvergenceFailurePSWFlag

MFAILPSW

False
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Photometer Jiggle Pipeline – Level 1 Processing
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

Description

chopCyclePositionUncertainty

CCPOSUNC

<15

numberMissingPositions

NMISSPOS

0

numberMissingPositions

MFAILPSW

False

numberBsmChopSoftLimit

BSMCHPSL

0

numberBsmJiggleSoftLimit

BSMJGGSL

0

ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPLW

PLWGL2L

< 0.02

ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPMW

PMWGL2L

< 0.01

ratioPhotSecondLevelGlitchesPSW

PSWGL2L

< 0.01

spireAveragingPositionUncertainty

AVGNGPSU

< 15

denodDropped

DDROPPED

0

spireNodPointingUncertainty

NODPSU

< 0.00005

ratioNodOutlierPLW

NOUTPLW

, < 0.01

ratioNodOutlierPMW

NOUTPMW

, <0.01

ratioNodOutlierPSW

NOUTPSW

<0.01

spireAverageNodPointingUncertainty

AVNODPSU

< 0.000015

Standard deviation of the
difference between the
actual value of the chopper
and its expected value in
adu
Number
of
missing
positions from the jiggle
map or chop ID
Ratio of number of flagged
samples over number of
data
samples
in
the
detectors of the PSW array
Number of chop sensor
values outside soft limits
Number of jiggle sensor
values outside soft limits
Ratio of number of flagged
chop cycles to number of
chop samples in the
detectors of the PLW array
Ratio of number of flagged
chop cycles to number of
chop samples in the
detectors of the PMW array
Ratio of number of flagged
chop cycles to number of
chop samples in the
detectors of the PSW array
Positional uncertainty from
JiggleAverageTask in ADU
Number of incomplete nod
integrations
Positional uncertainty from
de-nodding
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers
of the signal from the
individual nod cycles for
PLW array
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers
of the signal from the
individual nod cycles for
PMW array
Fraction of 5 sigma outliers
of the signal from the
individual nod cycles for
PSW array
Positional uncertainty from
averaging nod cycles
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Photometer Jiggle Pipeline – Level 2 Processing
Name of Flag
Acronym Threshold Description
pointSourceNegativeFluxPLWFlag

PLWNEGFL

False

pointSourceNegativeFluxPMWFlag

PMWNEGFL

False

pointSourceNegativeFluxPSWFlag

PSWNEGFL

False

pointSourcePositionDiffPLWCommanded

DPOSPLWC

<5

pointSourcePositionDiffPMWCommanded

DPOSPMWC

<5

pointSourcePositionDiffPSWCommanded

DPOSPSWC

<5

pointSourcePositionDiffPMWPLW

DPOSMWLW

<5

pointSourcePositionDiffPSWPLW

DPOSSWLW

<5

pointSourcePositionDiffPSWPMW

DPOSSWMW

<5

Negative flux measured for
point source on PLW array
Negative flux measured for
point source on PMW array
Negative flux measured for
point source on PSW array
Difference in the measured
radial distance calculated
from the RA and Dec on the
PLW
array
and
the
commanded target position
in arcsec
Difference in the measured
radial distance calculated
from the RA and Dec on the
PSW
array
and
the
commanded target position
in arcsec
Difference in the measured
radial distance calculated
from the RA and Dec on the
PSW
array
and
the
commanded target position
in arcsec
Difference in the radial
distance calculated from the
RA and Dec of the point
source measured on the
PMW and PLW arrays in
arcsec
Difference in the radial
distance calculated from the
RA and Dec of the point
source measured on the
PMW and PLW arrays in
arcsec
Difference in the radial
distance calculated from the
RA and Dec of the point
source measured on the
PSW and PMW arrays in
arcsec
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Spectrometer Pipeline – Level 0.5 Processing
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

Description

ratioSpecFirstLevelGlitchesSLW

SLWRAT1L

< 0.0131

ratioSpecFirstLevelGlitchesSSW

SSWRAT1L

< 0.0120

numberBelowK3VoltageSLW

SLWVOLK3

0

numberBelowK3VoltageSSW

SSWVOLK3

0

ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangeSLW

SLWOOCAL

< 0.0001

numberClippedDetectorsSLW

SLWCLIPN

<5

numberClippedDetectorsSSW

SSWCLIPN

< 14

ratioHighThermistorDeviationSLW

HTHERSLW

0

ratioHighThermistorDeviationSSW

HTHERSSW

0

Ratio of number of flagged
samples over number of
data
samples
in
the
detectors of the SLW array
Ratio of number of flagged
samples over number of
data
samples
in
the
detectors of the SSW array
Number
of
samples
measured by any detector in
the SLW array for which
the voltage is less than the
value of the K3 calibration
parameter
Number
of
samples
measured by any detector in
the SSW array for which the
voltage is less than the
value of the K3 calibration
parameter
Ratio of number of samples
that are out of the calibrated
voltage range over number
of data samples in the
detectors of the SLW array
Number of detectors in
SLW where at least one
sample was flagged as
clipped and could not be
corrected
Number of detectors in
SSW where at least one
sample was flagged as
clipped and could not be
corrected
Ratio of data where SLW
thermistor signal deviation
is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to
total data
of
data
where
SSW
thermistor signal deviation
is larger than expected from
temperature drift alone to
total data
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Spectrometer Pipeline – Level 1 Processing
Name of Flag

Acronym

Threshold

Description

missedFringes

MISFRING

0

scanExtrema

SCANEXTR

(0.94,1.04)

smecOpenLoopCount

SMECOPLP

0

Number of missed
optical
encoder
fringes
Ratio of measured
SMEC
scan
maximum
to
commanded
scan
maximum
Number of
housekeeping
entries which
indicate that the
SMEC is not in
closed loop

smecTemperature

SMECTEMP

< 0.19

stageSpeedAverage

AVGSPEED

(0.96,1.00)

stageSpeedDeviation

STDSPEED

< 81.0

deltaSCalTemp

SCALTEMP

< 0.15

deltaSCal2Temp

SCAL2TEMP

< 0.16

deltaSCal4Temp

SCAL4TEMP

< 0.15

deltaM1Temp

TELM1TEMP

< 0.2

deltaM2Temp

TELM2TEMP

< 0.2

wrongBaselineSLW

WRBSESLW

0

wrongBaselineSSW

WRBSESSW

0

Difference between
maximum
and
minimum
SMEC
temperatures (in K)
Ratio
of
the
measured
SMEC
speed
to
the
commanded SMEC
speed
Standard deviation
of the SMEC speed
(in micron/s)
SCal
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
SCal2
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
SCal4
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
Maximum
temperature
variation of the
telescope’s
M1
mirror temperature
(in K)
Maximum
temperature
variation of the
telescope’s
M2
mirror temperature
(in K)
Number of detectors
in SLW where the
removed baseline is
not
a
good
approximation
of
the actual baseline
in the interferogram
Number of detectors
in SSW where the
removed baseline is
not
a
good
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numberSecondLevelGlitchCorrectionProblemsSLW

SLWGLITN

0

numberSecondLevelGlitchCorrectionProblemsSSW

SSWGLITN

0

ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSLW

SLWRAT2L

< 0.015

ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchesSSW

SSWRAT2L

< 0.015

ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchIdentificationProblemsSLW

SLWIDENT

< 0.0024

ratioSpecSecondLevelGlitchIdentificationProblemsSSW

SSWIDENT

< 0.0018

phaseWrapSLW

PHASEWRAPSLW

0

phaseWrapSSW

PHASEWRAPSSW

0

residualPhaseSLW

SLWPHASE

< 15.0 (20)

residualPhaseSSW

SSWPHASE

< 5.0 (10)

approximation
of
the actual baseline
in the interferogram
Number of cases
where a data sample
from
a
SLW
detector that was
flagged as a glitch
was not corrected
Number of cases
where a data sample
from
a
SSW
detector that was
flagged as a glitch
was not corrected
Ratio of number of
flagged
samples
over number of data
samples
in
the
detectors of the
SLW array
Ratio of number of
flagged
samples
over number of data
samples
in
the
detectors of the
SSW array
Ratio of number of
data samples where
there
were
not
enough valid scans
to
perform
statistical
outlier
detection over the
total number of data
samples
in
the
detectors of the
SLW array
Ratio of number of
data samples where
there
were
not
enough valid scans
to
perform
statistical
outlier
detection over the
total number of data
samples
in
the
detectors of the
SSW array
Number of times
that in-band phase
changes by +/-2pi in
any of the nominal
SLW detectors
Number of times
that in-band phase
changes by +/-2pi in
any of the nominal
SSW detectors
Maximum
phase
within the phase
correction limits (in
units of degree)
Maximum
phase
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outOfBandHighRatioSLW

SLWOOBHI

< 0.02 (x)

outOfBandHighRatioSSW

SSWOOBHI

< 0.04 (x)

outOfBandLowRatioSLW

SLWOOBLO

< 0.04 (x)

outOfBandLowRatioSSW

SSWOOBLO

< 0.08 (x)

deltaSCalTemp

SCALTEMP

< 0.15

deltaSCal2Temp

SCAL2TEMP

< 0.16

deltaSCal4Temp

SCAL4TEMP

< 0.15

deltaM1Temp

TELM1TEMP

< 0.2

deltaM2Temp

TELM2TEMP

< 0.2

ratioSpectralDifferenceSLW

SLWDIFFR

< 0.29

within the phase
correction limits (in
units of degree)
Maximum ratio of
the mean of the
absolute
flux
between 40 and 200
cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux
within the band
edges.
Maximum ratio of
the mean of the
absolute
flux
between 60 and 200
cm-1 over the mean
of the absolute flux
within the band
edges
Maximum ratio of
the mean of the
absolute
flux
between 0.001 and
12 cm-1 over the
mean
of
the
absolute flux within
the band edges.
Maximum ratio of
the mean of the
absolute
flux
between 0.001 and
30 cm-1 over the
mean
of
the
absolute flux within
the band edges
SCal
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
SCal2
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
SCal4
maximum
temperature
variation (in K)
Maximum
temperature
variation of the
telescope’s
M1
mirror temperature
(in K)
Maximum
temperature
variation of the
telescope’s
M2
mirror temperature
(in K)
Median ratio of the
difference between
the average forward
and reverse spectra
over the average
spectra within the
optical
passband
across the SLW
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< 0.031

detectors
Median ratio of the
difference between
the average forward
and reverse spectra
over the average
spectra within the
optical
passband
across the SSW
detectors

